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Making SCM Connections in Telecommunications   

The Challenge: A global telecommunications equipment manufacturer had been unable to consistently 

meet customer service commitments and align inventory levels with company goals. The company provided 

fixed and mobile networking hardware, IP technologies, software and services, and had operations in more 

than 120 countries. The client had previously depended on legacy supply chain planning tools that did not 

support responsive supply chain planning, relying on stale and inaccurate planning data sourced from more 

than 20 disparate application systems. The client was in the process of implementing Kinaxis Response to 

try to better supply chain planning performance. The program, used internal IT resources, and was 

dependent on 3rd party resources for Kinaxis skills. The effort wasn’t going very well, with ever increasing 

budget tied to scope creep and system performance issues. One such issue was diminishing planning server 

availability. Run times for daily data load / transformation jobs were progressively increasing, reducing the 

server availability and affecting planner productivity.  

The Solution: The client engaged us to take the helm, to help turn around the fledging Kinaxis 

implementation program. The program included rollouts to three global business units, requiring a 

$10.2M annual budget and team of 26+ resources. Functional scope included supplier collaboration and 

demand and supply planning, requiring large daily data feeds from multiple ERP, master data systems, and 

contract manufacturers. We quickly noticed that there was a significant lack of solution standardization 

across the solution blueprints for the 3 business units. The same planning functionalities were modified for 

use by each business independently, as a global design hadn’t been carried out. This was determined to be 

a key driver of the bloated program budget they were dealing with. We use a quickly developed global 

template framework to “go back to the future” and retrofit improved standardization across the 3 

solution blueprints. 

We also realized that program staffing was excessive and contributing to budget overruns. We 

reorganized the program team, replacing a portion of technical-only staff with resources that had techno-

functional skills, and having additional supply chain planning experience. Additionally, we conducted a data 

study to determine how to reduce data loading and transformation processing times which had been 

reducing planning system availability. We found the client depended used of full vs. delta loads. The daily 

cycle time for load and transformation was almost 8 hours and increasing! They were also doing the bulk 

of required data transformations using their Kinaxis planning server. Our solution was to increase use of 
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delta vs. full data loading and offloading some data transform processing from the Kinaxis server to the 

client’s ODS data layer.  

The Results: We delivered significant results across multiple dimensions including, program efficiency, 

planning server availability, and improving SC service performance and inventory efficiency. The improved 

team skill mix and solution standardization resulted in a program budget reduction of approximately 11%. 

Technical enhancement of data loading and transformation processing significantly improved planning 

server availability. This increased demand and supply planner productivity, allowing more time for 

evaluation of alternate planning scenarios. This ultimately enabled improved forecast accuracy and better 

management of critical part supplies, resulting in improved fill rates and better alignment with company 

inventory targets.

 

About Spinnaker: Spinnaker is a supply chain services company that helps clients grow, manage risk, 

reduce costs, and improve customer service by developing world-class supply chain capabilities. Our 

services help clients develop the right supply chain strategy for their business challenges and implement the 

process and technology solutions to improve Demand/Supply Planning, Procurement and Sourcing, Logistics 

and Warehousing, and Reverse Logistics business performance. Spinnaker offers a unique service delivery 

model that combines the strength of deeply experienced management and technology consultants with a 

seasoned team of business process outsourcing (BPO) and 3rd-party logistics (3PL) professionals. Founded 

in 2002, Spinnaker has offices in Boston, Columbus, Denver, Houston, Memphis, Pittsburgh, London, and 

Singapore. 

Contact Us: 

Phone: 877-466-0745 

Email: info@spinnakermgmt.com 


